IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.
Eliot I. Bernstein
Founder
Direct Dial: 561.364.4240

VIA – Facsimile

Wednesday, January 12, 2005

Lawrence F. DiGiovanna
Chairman
Kings, Queens & Richmond Second Judicial Department
Counties: 2nd & 11th Judicial District Grievance Committee
Renaissance Plaza
335 Adams Street
Suite 2400
Brooklyn, New York 11201-3745
Re:

RESPONSE TO STEVEN C. KRANE COMPLAINT T1689-04 REVIEW

Dear Mr. DiGiovanna:
Thank you for your time the other week and refusal to talk with us other than in writing
through the Second Department. Again, Iviewit must protest the response you gave in
your review of the matter involving Steven C. Krane sent to the Second Department by
the five justices of the First Department for court ordered “investigation” and disposition
as illustrated in Exhibit “A”. It is of interest to note that you have in effect denied the
First Department court order for an “investigation” and instead choose to send us a
standard letter of dismissal based on a cursory review. Reviews, whereby both you and
Kearse admittedly have choose to ignore a court order to “investigate”. Prior to your
review, we contacted the Clerk of the Second Department, James Pelzer and discovered
that “investigation” meant investigation and was separate and distinct from review and as
such, that the investigation would entail far more than a cursory review and dismissal
such as investigating all of the evidences presented and contacting witnesses.
Your letter implicitly states, “…your complaint against the above-named attorney
[Steven C. Krane] has been reviewed.” Again, similar to the initial review without
investigation by Kearse used to shield Krane from formal court ordered investigation, we
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find that you have further disregarded an investigation of Krane. Obviously, as you are
aware, the Krane complaint was transferred to your department after finding that Steven
C. Krane had violated public offices in violation of state laws and the rules regulating the
First Department. This offense against a member of the First Department, also calls for
investigation and not review, per the rules regulating the First Department. Further, a
panel of five justices reviewed the allegations of ethical and criminal conduct alleged and
ordered the case moved and “investigated” based on conflicts of interest and the
appearance of impropriety found by Krane responding for his partner Rubenstein while in
conflict with his office positions and implicitly ordered “investigation”. That Kearse’s
letter to Iviewit states that she was not investigating the matters and dismissing the Krane
complaint based only on review and where your letter agrees with her prior position.
The initial Kearse review states that we did not complain of ethical misconduct and we
were wondering which part of the conflicts of interest and impropriety in Krane’s
responding as counsel for both Rubenstein and himself while holding positions at the
First Department and other conflicting roles in rule enforcement and creation that you did
not find to be unethical? Where the company has shown that in fact such representations
while holding First Department office positions is a violation of both the First
Department rules, the NYSBA rules and state laws of New York. We will be filing with
the local authorities shortly, the criminal charges against all of the parties involved with
the abuse of their public offices positions in New York.
In our earlier letter to Diana Kearse, we requested that the nature of her admitted conflict
with Krane be exposed in detail. Both Kearse and you have failed to provide such simple
disclosure and conflict waiver, as formally requested, and instead have attempted to brush
it all under the rug with a one-paragraph letter dismissal. The company will not allow the
railroading of the investigation by your department and attempts to deny due process by
failing to investigate.
We cite below and fully in Exhibit “A” the questions we posed to Ms. Kearse upon
learning of her conflict with Krane. Iviewit asks that you similarly answer in writing
each question posed to Kearse regarding potential conflicts and additionally force Kearse
to answer all questions regarding her relationship with Krane. Before Kearse disclosed
the details of her conflict, you interceded with a further dismissal letter and in an attempt
to preclude Kearse from disclosing her conflict through your hurried dismissal of Krane
complaint. This represents yet another denial of due process and furthers the appearance
of impropriety.
From Iviewit’s October 27, 2004 letter to Kearse we quote:
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Flabbergasted we were to find that you have both a personal and
professional relationship with Mr. Krane, which you attempt to
deny may be cause for further conflicts of interest with yourself,
thereby causing further the APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY.
In a case fraught with this type of conduct, that has already caused
such action as a five panel justice group from the First Department
to transfer the matters to you for a court ordered “investigation”
due to prior conflicts and impropriety, this seems absurd that you
did not recluse yourself or at least disclose such relationship in
your response, no matter how minimal you claim the relationship
to now be. It would be of great benefit to the Complainant in this
matter if you can address the following issues which you asked
that we put in writing and likewise we ask that your answers also
be responded to in writing to the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Describe your entire relationship with Steven C. Krane,
Kenneth Rubenstein, Raymond Joao and Thomas Cahill
both personally and professionally.
Number of contacts you have had with Mr. Krane and Mr.
Cahill and time and date of the most recent contacts.
Affiliation or relationship with any member of Proskauer
Rose, LLP, Meltzer Lippe Goldstein & Schlissel and Foley
and Lardner.
Positions, with dates, that Steven C. Krane has held with
the Second Department and/or at any of the affiliated
Departments.
What materials you reviewed in making your initial
decision, please catalogue all materials sent by the First
Department in relation to this case, as this was also agreed
to by Clerk of the Court, James Pelzer.
An explanation for your refusal to follow the court ordered
“investigation” of the First Department justices to begin an
“investigation” of the matter of Steven C. Krane and what
authority you cite in denying such investigation and
dismissing the matter without investigation, contrary to the
court order.
Explanation of your claim of your not being under the
jurisdiction of the Appellate Division First Department and
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8.
9.

subsequent denial of the order of such court to proceed with
an immediate “investigation”.
Have you had any conversations with any member of the
First Department or any others concerning the matters
under review in any of the complaints forwarded to you?
If there were any other members of the Second Department
that aided in your review, please have them also answer all
questions contained in this correspondence. Please write
and affirm a written conflict of interest waiver in regards to
your handling of the matter of Steven C. Krane and include
any attorney complaints involved in the same nexus of
events, expressly disclosing any relationships to any of the
named Respondents of the following individuals;
a. Thomas Cahill – Complaint with Martin Gold First
Department
b. Steven C. Krane
c. Kenneth Rubenstein
d. Proskauer Rose, LLP
e. Meltzer Lippe Goldstein and Schlissel
f. Raymond Joao
g. Foley & Lardner
h. William J. Dick

10.

In making your decision to ignore the court ordered
“investigation” of Steven C. Krane, we wondered if you
were mislead by the cover letter of Thomas Cahill, Chief
Counsel of the First Department Departmental Disciplinary
Committee, by his referencing the complaint to be handled
by your offices at your discretion, quite opposite the court
ordered “investigation” that was ordered by such five
justices and ignored in the attached Cahill letter, Exhibit
“C”.

Iviewit now asks that you additionally disclose any conflicts that you may have with any
of the above-named parties involved in the nexus of events. Furthermore, it has come to
the attention of Iviewit recently that Chief Judge Judith Kaye “Kaye” has not only a
conflicting relationship with Krane but also a direct ownership interest in Iviewit through
Proskauer owned Iviewit stock. Kaye it appears is married to a senior partner of
Proskauer Rose LLP, Stephen R. Kaye, who also is a member of Rubenstein’s (whom
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your department is also supposed to be “investigating”) intellectual property department
at Proskauer that is accused of stealing Iviewit’s intellectual properties and other ethical
violations as cited in the complaints transferred to your offices. Therefore, as you can
understand, the “investigation” was moved to be “investigated” void of further conflicts
of interest and appearances of impropriety discovered with Krane and Proskauer and why
we ask that you include any conflicts with Kaye that you or Kearse may have.
Although the complaints were moved to avoid conflict, the first thing we find upon
contacting Kearse regarding her disregard of the First Department court order, is that
Kearse admits hesitatingly to having conflict with Krane. Then upon exposing such prior
relationships with Krane, she fails to disclose or answer the questions regarding her
conflicted relationship and then promised to address any questions regarding her
relationship when Iviewit put the questions in writing to her, which Iviewit did, as
illustrated above and in Exhibit “A”.
Iviewit has only recently uncovered the Kaye conflicts and her direct marital ownership
interests in Iviewit and Proskauer and therefore we similarly ask that both you and Kearse
also include statements stating that you are not conflicted with either of the Kaye’s in any
way that could further cause the appearance of impropriety.
For conflicts already discovered at your department and the failure of your department to
follow First Department orders, let this letter serve as a formal complaint with your
department, against both Kearse and yourself for violations of public office positions and
the attorney disciplinary code in regards to conflicts and public office responsibilities.
Were Kearse admittedly had conflict with Krane and where upon written request, at her
bequest, she failed to answer the questions posed regarding her relationship with Krane
and the others, let this letter serve as a formal charge against Kearse for such undisclosed
conflict. Let this letter serve as a complaint against both Kearse and yourself for failure
to follow investigatory procedures of the rules regulating the Second Department and
refusal to conduct the First Department court ordered investigation of Krane. We also
cite you for failure to report Kearse for conflict and your attempt to preclude her
disclosure of such conflict with Krane. Obviously, if Kearse has conflict, and her review
was tainted your letter review of her review would also be tainted since you relied upon
the prior work of Kearse in your decision.
Please immediately forward case numbers for both Kearse and yourself, confirming the
confirmation of this formal attorney complaint filed with your department. If there are
any other procedural steps necessary to effectuate such complaints we request immediate
notice or let this letter again serve as the formal complaint filed on behalf of Iviewit, P.
Stephen Lamont, Eliot I. Bernstein and the Iviewit shareholders against both Diana M.
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Kearse and yourself. We anticipate that the rules regulating the Second Department, in
regards to complaints against the Chief Counsel and Chairman, will follow strict
procedure. We demand that all questions relating to conflicts as detailed herein and in
Exhibit “A” be answered in writing by you and Kearse, in your responses to the
complaints. We further demand a detailed inventory and copies of what evidences were
transferred to your offices by First Department and what exactly you reviewed in making
your decision to not investigate despite a First Department order to investigate.
Please let this letter serve as a formal request to move the “investigation” of Steven C.
Krane to the next highest level of review at your department or advise if no such
elevation is possible after your letter. Please respond with an explanation of the entire
review process of the Second Department in handling both attorney complaints and
complaints against Chief Counsel and Chairman and let this letter serve as our notice that
we would like a review of your decision of Krane by the next highest level of review void
of conflict.
In order that we may reveal any conflicts prior to review by such next level, please have
such next level of review sign conflict waivers prior to review, with full disclosure of any
potential conflicts with any of the parties named herein or other known or unknown
potential conflicts. Where such next level of review must be aware of the conflict of
Kaye and where such next level need to be free of conflict of Kaye and Krane. Where
Kaye and Krane are two of the most prominent names in the disciplinary departments and
maintain rule creation and enforcement roles at the departments and with organizations
that have direct impact on the disciplinary departments, including your department and
therefore it may have to elevate outside of New York. We find that you may have to
search very hard in New York to elevate the complaints now at your department to a
review that would be free of the influences of Krane and Kaye. Where investigation of
such prominent and leading figures in the New York courts and the courts disciplinary
committees, could lead to removal from their positions and loss of their licenses to
practice. Where other allegations levied against Krane may constitute a lengthy federal
sentence for a multitude of state, federal and international crimes commissioned in the
attempted theft of the Iviewit patents and technologies, including his conflicts with his
public office positions in a direct attempt to derail the investigations using his direct
influence. Let this letter serve as notice that all those involved in further covering up or
derailing investigations to protect Krane and Kaye will be cited as accomplice to the
entirety of the crimes committed and further reported to other state and federal
investigators.
Finally, based on your departments conflicts already cited herein and the complaints now
lodged formally herein against yourself and Kearse, we formally request this letter serve
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to request that you and Kearse recluse further from the matters of Krane, Joao and
Rubenstein transferred to your department for investigation by the First Department. At
minimum until investigations into the complaints or inquiries into the complaints lodged
against Kearse and you are completed and all conflicts removed to further prevent the
appearance of impropriety. We ask that you notify both the First Department and Second
Department of the entirety of these matters, including full disclosure of the conflicts
revealed and perhaps petition the matters out of your department because of the
continued appearance of impropriety now found.
Respectfully yours,
Digitally signed by Eliot I. Bernstein
DN: CN = Eliot I. Bernstein, C = US, O = Iviewit Holdings,
Inc.
Reason: I am the author of this document
Location: Second Department DiGiovanna Response and
Complaint Against DiGiviovanna and Kearse - id 0110
Date: 2005.01.12 13:56:41 -05'00'

Eliot I Bernstein
Founder
I View It Technologies, Inc.
cc:

P. Stephen Lamont
Marc R. Garber, Esq.
Caroline Prochotska Rogers, Esq.
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Exhibit “A”
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Eliot I. Bernstein
Founder
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Wednesday, October 27, 2004

Diana Maxwell Kearse, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Kings, Queens & Richmond Second Judicial Department
Counties: 2nd & 11th Judicial District Grievance Committee
Renaissance Plaza
335 Adams Street, Suite 2400
Brooklyn, New York 11201-3745

Re:

RESPONSE TO STEVEN C. KRANE COMPLAINT T1689-04 LETTER
DATED OCTOBER 5, 2004

Dear Ms. Diana Maxwell Kearse:

Thank you for your time today and the most interesting answers you gave in response to
your review (not investigation) of the matter involving Steven C. Krane sent to the
Second Department by the five justices of the First Department for court ordered
“investigation” and disposition as illustrated in Exhibit “A”. It is of interest to note that
you have in effect denied the courts order for “investigation” and instead choose to send
us a standard letter of dismissal without explanation or cause for dismissal and without
“investigation”. Prior to your review, we had contacted several members of the various
departments, including the Clerk of the Court, James Pelzer and discovered that
“investigation” meant investigation and not review and as such, that the investigation
would entail far more than a cursory review and dismissal.
Your letter states that we did not complain of ethical misconduct and we were wondering
which part of the conflicts of interest and impropriety in Krane’s responding as counsel
for both Rubenstein and himself while holding a position at the First Department that you
did not find to be unethical and in fact in violation of both the First Department rules and
the NYSBA rules. We have also cited Mr. Krane for all violations of professional
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misconduct that were cited in the Rubenstein complaint, and we would like a detailed
explanation of your dismissal without court ordered “investigation” of each ethical
misconduct cited for both Krane and Rubenstein, as it applies to Krane. Please also
exhibit the positions held by Mr. Krane at the First Department when he responded for
both Rubenstein and himself, Exhibit “B” and explain how this does not violate the rules
of professional conduct, as well as, Departmental Rules.
Flabbergasted we were to find that you have both a personal and professional relationship
with Mr. Krane, which you attempt to deny may be cause for further conflicts of interest
with yourself, thereby causing further the APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY. In a
case fraught with this type of conduct, that has already caused such action as a five panel
justice group from the First Department to transfer the matters to you for a court ordered
“investigation” due to prior conflicts and impropriety, this seems absurd that you did not
recluse yourself or at least disclose such relationship in your response, no matter how
minimal you claim the relationship to now be. It would be of great benefit to the
Complainant in this matter if you can address the following issues which you asked that
we put in writing and likewise we ask that your answers also be responded to in writing
to the following questions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Describe your entire relationship with Steven C. Krane, Kenneth
Rubenstein, Raymond Joao and Thomas Cahill both personally and
professionally.
Number of contacts you have had with Mr. Krane and Mr. Cahill and time
and date of the most recent contacts.
Affiliation or relationship with any member of Proskauer Rose, LLP,
Meltzer Lippe Goldstein & Schlissel and Foley and Lardner.
Positions, with dates, that Steven C. Krane has held with the Second
Department and/or at any of the affiliated Departments.
What materials you reviewed in making your initial decision, please
catalogue all materials sent by the First Department in relation to this case,
as this was also agreed to by Clerk of the Court, James Pelzer.
An explanation for your refusal to follow the court ordered “investigation”
of the First Department justices to begin an “investigation” of the matter
of Steven C. Krane and what authority you cite in denying such
investigation and dismissing the matter without investigation, contrary to
the court order.
Explanation of your claim of your not being under the jurisdiction of the
Appellate Division First Department and subsequent denial of the order of
such court to proceed with an immediate “investigation”.
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8.

9.

Have you had any conversations with any member of the First Department
or any others concerning the matters under review in any of the complaints
forwarded to you?
If there were any other members of the Second Department that aided in
your review, please have them also answer all questions contained in this
correspondence. Please write and affirm a written conflict of interest
waiver in regards to your handling of the matter of Steven C. Krane and
include any attorney complaints involved in the same nexus of events,
expressly disclosing any relationships to any of the named Respondents of
the following individuals;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

10.

Thomas Cahill – Complaint with Martin Gold First Department
Steven C. Krane
Kenneth Rubenstein
Proskauer Rose, LLP
Meltzer Lippe Goldstein and Schlissel
Raymond Joao
Foley & Lardner
William J. Dick

In making your decision to ignore the court ordered “investigation” of
Steven C. Krane, we wondered if you were mislead by the cover letter of
Thomas Cahill, Chief Counsel of the First Department Departmental
Disciplinary Committee, by his referencing the complaint to be handled by
your offices at your discretion, quite opposite the court ordered
“investigation” that was ordered by such five justices and ignored in the
attached Cahill letter, Exhibit “C”.

Please let this letter serve as a formal request to move the review of Steven C. Krane to
the next level of court ordered “investigation”, where that next level should be fully
apprised of the court order to proceed directly to an “investigation” and to further ignore
the misleading cover letter attached by Mr. Cahill. Please respond with an explanation of
the entire review process of the Second Department in handling attorney complaints and
let this letter serve as our notice that we would like a review of your decision by the next
highest level of review. In order that we may reveal any conflicts prior to review, please
have such next level of review sign conflict waivers prior to review with full disclosure
of any potential conflicts with any of the Respondents.
Respectfully yours,
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Exhibit “A” – Supreme Court New York Appellate Division Court Ordered Investigation
Ruling
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This is not what court ordered! They ordered
investigation. Cahill tries to skirt the court order for
"investigation" and state whatever action Second Dept
deems fit. Cahill conflict!!!
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Exhibit “B” – Steven C. Krane Response for Rubenstein Complaint and Krane Complaint
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Fails to list his
First Department
conflicting roles.
Principal, CEO,
New York law
graduate.
Responds on
behalf of
Rubenstein and
himself while a
referee here and
this is a Conflict of
Interest per
Catherine Wolfe
and later admitted
to by Cahill, after
Wolfe exposes.
Krane does not
disclose position
and in fact
conceals such.
This letter serves
as his pro-se
response to
complaint against
him by Iviewit per
Cahill.
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Exhibit “C” – Thomas Cahill Cover Letter to Second Department
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Krane
Docket
Number

Court orders INVESTIGATION by second department and
Cahill cover letter tries to state otherwise and hide court
ordered investigation. Report Cahill for further conflict.

10/26/04 Kearse, Chief Counsel of Second Department
states she is not under jurisdiction of First Department
court ordered investigation and refuses to investigate
Krane although it is court ordered. Report Kearse for
denial of due process, contempt of court order and
furthering loss of Constitutional Rights of inventor to US
Supreme Court, illustrate her letter denying investigation,
inapposite court order.
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By Eliot I. Bernstein at 3:51 pm, 9/12/04

